LOK SABHA  
UNSTARRED QUESTION NO. 275  
TO BE ANSWERED ON 05TH DECEMBER, 2023

RANKINGS TO RESEARCH STATIONS OF ICAR

275. SHRI PARBHUBHAI NAGARBHAI VASAVA:

Will the Minister of AGRICULTURE AND FARMERS WELFARE  
कृषि और किसान कल्याण मंत्री be pleased to state:

(a) the details of steps that have been taken by the Government for granting rankings for  
various research stations of ICAR based on working parameter such as transforming its  
research in the field by visible results by increasing farming outputs; and

(b) the details of steps that have been taken by the Government for demarcation of boundary  
and removing encroachments from land of various research stations of ICAR?

ANSWER

THE MINISTER OF AGRICULTURE AND FARMERS WELFARE  
कृषि और किसान कल्याण मंत्री  
(SHRI NARENDRA SINGH TOMAR)

(a) The ranking of the Research Institutes of Indian Council of Agricultural Research  
(ICAR) has been carried out on the basis of various activities taken up by the institutes having  
different weightage marks like i) Institute profile (5 mark), ii) Institute performance (30 mark),  
iii) Recognitions and awards for faculty (10 mark), iv) Research outcome (38 mark), v)  
Research impact (12 mark) and vi) Vision and future readiness of the institute (5 mark).

(b) As per land records furnished by ICAR Institutes, there is no discrepancy in the Land  
record/documents and its physical possession. All land parcels/pieces of ICAR Institutes are  
protected by boundary wall or fencing.
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